Looking back on 2019, it was an exceptionally difficult year for Motley Zoo, however, we are so proud of all that we were able to accomplish together. You, our supporters, saw us through so much, riding the wave of achievements and struggles with us - always believing as we did, that Motley Zoo could pull off miracles!

One huge accomplishment was hitting our 10 year milestone anniversary on February 23! This “homegrown” organization founded with just a handful of individuals believing in a new vision of animal rescue somehow grew into a “real” organization- one that is now a significant force in Washington’s animal welfare network.

In addition, we moved into the new (to us) larger and less expensive facility (right next door), which we spent 3 months renovating in late 2018. This building offered us much more opportunity to organize our tools, equipment, events and support our mission.

We were off to a great start to the year, but unfortunately, the celebration was overshadowed by dire circumstances: our Animal Care Director, Pate, was diagnosed with breast cancer. As she is a significantly integral part of Motley Zoo’s core crew; the heart of our animal’s care, this was a significant blow- and readjusted our efforts from grand plans to “just get through this”. Pate is the mastermind behind the high quality veterinary care we provide our rescue animals and therefore how that care is implemented throughout the foster system. While we always strive for a system that doesn’t rely heavily on any one individual, it is undeniable that Pate’s experience, knowledge, skill and commitment to the cause, are huge reasons that Motley Zoo has rescued more than 3,200 animals since inception!

We were extremely cautious with the number of animals we took on initially due to Pate’s difficulty with treatment, though we were eventually able to pick up the pace. Just as cancer would not defeat her body, Pate would not let it defeat the soul of Motley Zoo either. In between surgeries, if Pate could sit up, she was working to coordinate the crew. Throughout her treatment, she even continued to personally foster special needs animals with very time-consuming care, like Billie Eilish (featured) whose birth defects caused seizures.

As a result, 2019 culminated in two miracles: not only did we shockingly rescue 90% of the animals we would have in any other normal year, but Pate beat cancer too! Ultimately, 2019 was a successful year! Of course, it must be said that our many volunteers and foster families really stepped up to ensure the animals were served without interruption. Their commitment to our mission - and each other - makes all the difference.

It cannot go left unsaid however, that it is the generous support you offer that allows us to consider the near impossible saves for which others have already given up. You give us the ability to say “Yes,” so we never fail to do our best for the next animal in line.

We honestly believe we have the most amazing “crew” of support; people that see animals as priceless - never doubting for one moment in their potential, or in our ability to deliver.

Your confidence fuels our solidarity; ensuring the enduring dedication we have to improving the lives of animals near and far. Even though Motley Zoo’s mission is about rescuing animals; at the heart of our rockin’ crew, there is you - the ones who help make life-saving rescues possible.

Rock on, Rescue on!
- jme
Cheers to 10 years!

In honor of a decade of rescue, local brewery Postdoc Brewing, launched Motley Zoo Pale Ale - our very own brew designed to help us raise a glass (and $7800 in 2019) to the past 10 years of tireless work saving thousands of pet lives!

Mission Statement: Motley Zoo Animal Rescue advocates (for) the value of all animals, by improving their lives, elevating their status in society and putting their needs above all else to end abuse, neglect, homelessness and pet overpopulation through rescue, rehabilitation & education.

Our Vision: We dedicate our work to end pet overpopulation and the resulting euthanization of healthy, adoptable animals due to limited space and funds of local, national, and international animal welfare organizations. We strive to end abuse and neglect of all animals resulting from the lack of information and education of the community, while advocating the value of all animal life.

Our Beliefs: We believe animals are worth more than the number at the bottom of a veterinarian’s estimate or bill - and each deserves a chance to thrive, not just survive. We go the distance to remove the barriers to adoption, whether they be physical, emotional or behavioral, through one-on-one, in-home care that allows each animal to show us who they are - and therefore, what they truly need. Through building similar personal relationships with our adopters, we ensure successful, long-lasting matches that not only provide stability for the animals, but joy for the families. We don’t just find homes, we unify families so that the animals find a home “forever,” and will never again need our help.
313 ANIMALS SAVED

215 CATS
90 DOGS
8 OTHER

1 animal euthanized (medical issue)

Our sweet Kit suffered from severe epilepsy - and despite our best efforts to manage it, we had to make the decision to end his suffering. He is dearly missed.

$525 average cost of care per animal

30% of animals require special care (often 2-5x average cost of care)

2 1/2 YEARS the record length of stay in our care

250 VOLUNTEERS & FOSTERS

5000+ VOLUNTEER HOURS (at the Mission Center Studio - not counting event staff & fosters)

6 WEEKS average stay in foster care

$0 spent on our fundraising (we use free options)
Happy Tails: Apple Cider's Story

Apple Cider is a special little guy who came to us clear across the world from Korea. We work with a rescue there to save animals from the meat trade, (primarily dogs) however, we have saved a few friendly felines from becoming food as well!

Apple Cider was found on the side of the road, hit by a car with a horrible facial wound that cost him his eye. He was brought to the "vet," which basically offered him a place to die, but made no effort to actually save him. The Good Sam finder rallied friends and family around the world to sponsor his care - because it was clear this guy had the will to live and just needed the chance! Thankfully, two women in the UK and Canada worked together to support his enucleation and after-care; however, he still needed a home.

The rescue knew that if they could just get him to Motley Zoo, we’d find him an amazing home. When he arrived, it was clear that despite the care already invested, he needed much more. We normally perform dentals on all dogs over 3 and cats over 5, which is one of the steps we take to go above and beyond for our animals, helping to prepare them for a fresh start with their adoptive families. He was estimated to be about 3, but as his teeth were cracked and damaged from being hit, they needed to be removed.

Apple Cider was only with us for a month before an amazing adopter scooped him right up! The best part is that she was so moved by his story, she has become a rock star foster and volunteer for us, going above and beyond at every opportunity to expand our mission and serve the animals!

---

APPLE'S CARE BY THE NUMBERS:

DAYS IN OUR CARE: 32
NUMBER OF VET VISITS: 4
COST OF HIS CARE: $884.08

SEE APPLE CIDER (NOW SULLY) IN ACTION BY SCANNING THIS!
NUMBER OF RESCUES PER YEAR SINCE 2009:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>NUMBER OF ANIMALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COST TO RAISE $1: $0

In our history, Motley Zoo has not hired fundraising professionals, done direct mail or spent donor funds on the “typical” things charities use to garner support. In addition, we have spent less than $10,000 on advertising efforts total, in our entire eleven years of operation.

The only expenses that could be otherwise attributed to raising funds are: software to manage and track donations ($1000/yr), printing costs for general promotional materials like business cards, brochures and flyers (< $1,500/yr); as well as credit card service fees (which are often paid for by the donor).

99% LIVE RELEASE RATE (maintained since 2009)
Happy Tails: Chloe's Rescue Story

Chloe Grace Mortaz came to us from an overcrowded kill shelter in the south, where she would have been euthanized for being diabetic. Diabetic animals can be hard for us, as most fosters have no experience; and although typically willing to learn, many are often squeamish about giving injections. However, we were lucky to find a foster who had experience and was able to lovingly care for her.

What surprised us was that the real challenge was Chloe's energy and major separation anxiety - so she actually went through two fosters before she found one who could manage! We knew we had to get this under control, as separation anxiety is harder to work with than most any other condition. This is where Zoorenity brand CBD oil was the key to turning that around!

Initially, when Chloe came to daycare, she was literally climbing the walls when her foster left - she even jumped out a window and almost got out the front door! We started her on Zoorenity CBD and things changed almost instantly: she stopped being so anxious and worried about where her person was, and instead, started to pay attention to the other dogs and began to play! The difference was night and day - and getting this in check was the key to helping Chloe become adoptable. Although she stayed with us for 5 months, Chloe is now in a loving forever family, who keeps us updated regularly on her progress - and we are happy to know she is thriving!

Some of our animals present with one issue, and it's actually another that becomes the barrier blocking adoption. Through the one-on-one care we provide - thanks to the generous support of people who understand and can appreciate the lengths we go to in diagnosing and treating all aspects of well-being - together we make stories like Chloe's possible! Rock on, Rescue on!

CHLOE'S CARE by the numbers:

DAYS IN OUR CARE: 154
NUMBER OF VET VISITS: 19
COST OF HER CARE: $2,961
THE 3 COMPONENTS OF MOTLEY ZOO:

**FACILITY & OPS: 19%**

Facility encompasses costs of maintaining a physical presence - from rent to utilities and supplies. Currently, this is just over 10% of program costs. We receive a reduced rental rate however; so should we have to relocate, this cost would likely increase significantly.

Operations encompasses general business costs such as supplies, printing, insurance, transportation, permits, etc necessary to run a rescue - just under 10% of the total cost.

**RESCUE PROGRAM EXPENSES: 60%**

Motley Zoo's Rescue Program operates at a loss and involves taking in, caring for and rehoming animals via volunteers and donations. Direct animal care is the majority of the cost incurred running a rescue.

**COMMUNITY**

Individuals and families support our rescue program with human & financial resources by adopting, fostering, donating & volunteering - which includes the 30+ volunteers we see weekly at our Mission Center Studio, who support rescue efforts, facility upkeep & Rock Star Treatment. The community also engages with RST through their dog's daycare attendance. In 2019, we hosted 50+ dogs/day for daycare - managed primarily by our volunteers!

**COMMUNITY**

The center is the heart of unity between the community, rescue program and our services - people coming together with the common belief that animals are priceless members of our family who deserve a second chance at life.

**CONTRACT STAFFING:**

Besides the primary volunteer staff base, RST has a handful of contractors - professional dog trainers / walkers who are paid an hourly wage to stabilize the staffing of the daycare. Beyond skilled management of dog play, our contractors train and mentor volunteers - many of whom develop their skills to become professionals as well - building capacity from within. This is far from just a job for our contractors, who are selected first for their commitment to rescue as a lifestyle, before even their skills. As such, they spend much of their free time volunteering at events, providing free dog training to foster families and even fostering themselves - investing far more into our mission than the wages they take home.

Besides covering its own costs, RST allows MZ's rescue program principles to receive a wage without dipping into donor funds! This means 100% of donations go directly to the rescue program! This self-generated, crossover revenue allows us to build infrastructure and increased staffing capacity faster and more sustainably than if we relied only on donations; therefore, we are always seeking entrepreneurial ventures to help support our bottom line.

**DIRECT ANIMAL EXPENSES: 60%**

19% FACILITY & OPS

21% CONTRACT WAGES

24% CONTRACT WAGES

76% CLIENT REVENUE
ROCK STAR TREATMENT SERVICES
CLIENT REVENUE: 76%

RST is our service-based fundraising effort which operates at a profitable level - designed to generate enough revenue to pay for itself and benefit MZ’s rescue program. The collective services of dog daycare, boarding and other a la carte options offer a “one stop shop” for dogs within our community. RST clients are a split between dogs we have adopted out and dogs who have been acquired elsewhere. As a result, we are provided a “full-circle” opportunity to engage with our animals and adopters; we see our dogs grow up and develop and we can step in when adopters are struggling - as well as introduce the community to a positive rescue experience. Through these services we build deeper relationships with adopters and clients, who often become fosters, volunteers and donors - providing capacity-building beyond financial support.

$0 OF DONATIONS PAY FOR WAGES!

2019: By the Numbers

$350,336 Donations
$485,147 Rescue program expenses
$255,754 Rock Star Treatment services revenue
$120,943 2019 NET PROFIT
Motley Zoo was founded from a group of experienced, like-minded rescuers who had a vision for a "new breed" of rescue. Founded with just $2,500 in seed funding, Motley Zoo has grown into what you see today. Although we are still small compared to long-standing shelters in the area, we are called upon to save lives as a "go to" organization for extreme and unusual cases by those shelters and owners who are unable to keep their pets.

2010

Our goal for 2010 was to expand our capacity and rescue 3 times the number of animals we had in 2009 - which we were so excited to hit!

We continued to build the brand, participating in community events, developing relationships with other shelters and rescues, working to build sustainability for many years to come.

2011

This year was a bit hard for us financially, but thanks to building relationships, we were able to better leverage corporate matching opportunities through our adopters’, fosters’ and volunteers’ employers. We continued our uphill climb - working hard to revolutionize rescue in our area.

2012

This year was a game changer for us: we won our Toyota Highlander from Toyota’s 100 Cars for Good, and we were awarded a $50,000 grant from the Petco Foundation to facilitate renovations for our new Mission Center Studio! We were selected to compete in 100 Cars for Good from more than 3,000 nonprofits in the nation! We secured more than 40% of the national vote, winning by a landslide, securing the vehicle we needed for our mission’s main mode of transportation. To thank Toyota, we named our new chocolate lab mom, Toyota, and her 11 babies after the Toyota car models! We still see many of the pups - and Toyota (who is now Ella) comes to visit us weekly at our daycare.

When we told the Petco Foundation about our idea to have a facility that also hosted a service-based dog daycare, they were pleasantly surprised. This had never been done before, but they believed it was worth investing in - which ultimately, had a dramatic impact on our mission!
2013

This was the start of our backstage meet and greets, setting a new trend in pairing musicians with rescue animals that has been emulated by many organizations since. This started after our ED, Jene, had a dream she brought the kittens we’d named after punk band, Rancid, to meet them. When she awoke the next morning and told husband (and MZ Director) Bryan, about it, they were laughing at how ridiculous that was. Suddenly, Jene stopped laughing and said very seriously, “I’m going to do that!” Despite raised eyebrows from Bryan, her plan went exactly as her dream: the band invited her backstage, took pictures, shared them on social media and the cats got adopted quickly.

A few meetings more with Snoop Dogg, Slayer and Macklemore set Motley Zoo off on a pioneering journey to help spread the word about our mission - which has even led to some ROCK STARS to adopt with Motley Zoo!

We won 1st Place for Favorite Local Charity in KING 5’s Best of Western Washington Awards - a huge honor - even over much larger charities!

2014

Our search for a location was challenging; it took us more than a year to find a location in Redmond that would lease to us with animals. The deadline was so tight actually, we almost had to give back the $50,000 Petco Foundation grant! Finally, we found a place that would lease to us - however, this came at the most expensive, retail-based rent too. After two months of renovation, we opened Rock Star Treatment Services to the public! This fundraising effort was designed to better connect with and garner support from the community, create a more sustainable funding model where we could generate our own revenue to sustain us if times became lean, and to build capacity and infrastructure long term.

Despite it being only our first year offering dog daycare, we were honored to win Best Dog Daycare in KING 5’s Best of Western Washington Awards!

2015

This year we rescued our most expensive dog to date: Jessica Biel, whose care cost nearly $10,000! She came to us from a local shelter where she was shy and not doing well there - so instead, we provided her love and care in a private home, which was exactly what she needed. We were elated when she was adopted; however, that same night, she escaped and was hit by a car! A Good Samaritan found her walking in a handstand because it was too painful for her to walk normally. Her microchip helped reunite us, but when we contacted the adopter, she said she didn’t want anything to do with Jessica because she was “defective!”

Although we work hard to make great matches, sometimes all the diligence and the world cannot predict what people will do. Thankfully, this is so very rare, but this made us all the more determined to fix Jessica up and find her a loving home where she would be treasured forever.

Her injuries were extensive including a shattered pelvis; she was in pain. But Jessica’s will and her intense desire to survive was just as obvious. Even despite the pain and discomfort of her injuries and subsequent multiple surgeries, she was still the sweetest, cuddliest dog. We were overjoyed when we sent her home with her new mom, who adores her - and who will never let her go!
**2016**

When starting Rock Star Treatment, the Board had a vision modeled after Charity Water's in regard to how wages are paid. Charity Water initially secured a large endowment from which wages would be drawn, so that every penny of donations could go directly to achieving their mission. We certainly lacked an endowment, but believed a service based daycare-as-fundraising model could do that as well! We also felt that none of the core team should draw a wage until the daycare’s profitability made this possible.

Through the extremely hard work we have invested into Rock Star Treatment, we have achieved our goal: wages paid for work are completely independent of donations and do not affect the rescue program’s efficiency.

**2017**

This was a tough year financially for us as we had a series of extremely expensive medical cases - where we spent nearly 2 months’ vet budget in less than 30 days!

However, the year was a huge success in terms of life saving impact and we rescued the most animals we have ever in a year: **366**! This is essentially an animal a day, which is a crazy number for an organization like ours with a relatively-small core team and where 30% of our cases are special needs. We work hard and put everything into our mission - but even we are surprised sometimes with what we can overcome and accomplish!

**2018**

Our lease was ending and the landlords did not want to negotiate at all, but it was apparent the location was ultimately just too expensive. Despite intense work to secure a new place, we hit a wall and for a moment, it seemed we might have to continue without a facility. Suddenly a miracle happened: the business next door was leaving and the landlord really wanted us in their building! After making a deal and with 3 months of renovations, this much larger, nicer and suitable location was ready for us to open in January of 2019.

**2019**

This was a big year for us: our 10th anniversary! This was also the start of the first year in our new facility - and ultimately, 2019 was our most profitable year of daycare services.

Sadly though, this was also the year our Animal Care Director fought for her life battling breast cancer. However, we were overwhelmed with joy when we somehow ended the year with **313 animals saved**: **90% of the animals we’d save in a normal year**! This is a testament to our amazing crew’s commitment to our mission - and of Pate’s unwavering dedication to the animals. What’s even better is that Pate was also given the all-clear and ended the year cancer-free as well!
Happy Tails: Angel on Fire’s Story

Angel on Fire was a kitten who, at only a few days old, came to Motley Zoo from an overflowing California shelter which was ready to euthanize her mom and the entire litter! Sadly, pet overpopulation is still the number one reason that Motley Zoo exists.

Angel’s mom - and a surrogate mom - both fell ill and were unable to meet the babies’ needs. The kittens also got sick with the herpes virus, affecting about 90% of cats, which causes symptoms similar to a cold. When this happens to kittens, not only can the babies die, but the infection can profoundly affect eye development. We quickly moved to bottle feeding, which proved challenging since their crusty, stuffy noses left them gasping for air while trying to eat - so that quickly escalated to tube feeding. They continued to decline and sadly, despite diligent care, two of the babies didn’t make it - causing us to worry even more about the rest.

They all had goopy eyes, constantly sticking shut - but Angel’s was the worst of the bunch. It was not improving, and as a result, we had to remove her eye. Normally this would be the end of her troubles, but numerous infections continued and she required more procedures and even more vet visits - but this never affected Angel’s sweet and extremely strong spirit!

Angel’s siblings went home, but even once recovered, she lingered in our care for a long while. Finally, one of our former adopters (of another one eyed cat) told us she just had to have her! We’re thrilled to say Angel and her new sister are now best friends, bringing their adopters tons of love, entertainment and joy. Only with your dedicated support, can we be here for the animals who require much more care than the others around them. You see the priceless value of each animal individually, as we do - and this shared passion makes such rescue stories possible!

**Angel’s Care by the Numbers:**

- **Days in Our Care:** 277
- **Number of Vet Visits:** 11
- **Cost of Her Care:** $2,825
MOTLEY ZOO BOARD OF DIRECTORS

JME THOMAS Executive Director
BRYAN THOMAS Art Director

Jme and Bryan co-founded Motley Zoo in 2009. Jme is the acting Executive Director, who is responsible for the direction and strategy of Motley Zoo’s mission, as well as the ongoing management of the entire support team. She ensures that MZ’s systems and processes are working and are routinely updated, helps with customer service, team recruitment and volunteer management, and is responsible for the fiscal health of the org. From grant writing and marketing to donor management, she ensures funding is coming in to support the critical care of the animals saved annually. Jme also works at the Mission Center Studio and Rock Star Treatment Dog Daycare, while she and Bryan foster many animals at home.

Bryan is a video game designer and tattoo artist by trade, and puts his artistic skills to use with Motley Zoo’s branding. Examples of his aesthetic direction pervade everything Motley Zoo does! He oversees maintenance support at the Mission Center Studio, spending many hours helping keep things running smoothly. Bryan also takes an active role in fostering - attending training classes, helping with behavior and medical cases, as well as attending most events for Motley Zoo. His personal side business, Zoorenity, manufactures environmentally-friendly pet products such as non-plastic poop bags and washable pads that not only create a cleaner environment for pets and people, but donates a portion of the proceeds to benefit MZ.

PATE MACDONALD Animal Care Director

Pate is the genius responsible for all aspects of animal care for Motley Zoo’s mission, which includes working with veterinarians to ensure MZ’s strategy and practices are current, as well as creating the protocols and processes used. Her medical background lends itself well to overseeing intakes and adoptions, as well as managing foster families and their coordinators, providing a cohesive animal care team that excels at not only the quality of care, but the number of animals aided.

Pate not only oversees others caring for animals, but takes this on personally as well with the huge number of extreme and unusual medical and special needs animals she takes into her own home. From the weakest to the sickest, Pate’s skills and dedication breathe life into animals who have no chance otherwise. This knowledge guides others to do the same, amplifying Motley Zoo’s rescue efforts.

Somehow, Pate has time to be a wife and mom to two kids, care for many pets of her own - and has even co-authored two books (David & Goliath, Blood Rune) from which she donates proceeds to support MZ.

CHRISTI DICKERHOF E Community Outreach Director

Christi is responsible for coordinating events and community engagement, as well as directing MZ’s social media team and marketing efforts. She came to us as an adopter of Motley Zoo Roadie, PJ (Pearl Jam) and quickly began fostering dogs and volunteering regularly at events. Besides volunteering, she went above and beyond in her support and efforts to participate in moving MZ’s mission forward. As a special ed art teacher by trade, she pioneered a fundraising event “Paint Fur Paws,” which is a paint & sip where attendees learn to paint a masterpiece of their pet - while raising funds for MZ!

As a result, Christi became the events guru, making sure MZ is out and about in the community, collaborating with individuals and local businesses to engage in collective support of MZ. She manages our “Pop Up Puppy Parties,” where adoptable animals show up at corporate morale events, bridal and baby showers and other events to enjoy the love of rescues and - potentially meet their match - while raising funds for the mission. Christi was nominated for 2019’s Volunteer of the Year at Mud Bay’s FUTY Fest, and is a dedicated wife, mom to a teenaged girl and 2 dogs (PJ & Dudley). She still fosters as well as volunteers at our Mission Center Studio.

EILEEN SHELLEY Animal Care Coordinator & Daycare Director

Eileen is a certified dog trainer, owner of Doggone U Dog Training, and has many years of experience in rescue. She came to us initially as a Dog Agent to help provide the best management of dog play at the daycare - then stayed to help improve and advance the rescue’s mission with her experience! Eileen manages the Rock Star Treatment Dog Daycare as well as volunteers as an Animal Care Coordinator, where she helps manage the fosters and dogs in our care. She works with owners interested in surrendering their animals, providing supportive advice and resources, as well as performing assessments of the animals to determine if MZ has an ideal foster available.

Eileen helps foster families who need help with their foster dogs - offering free attendance to any of her dog training classes - and even goes to their home to help out if needed. She always has a handful of foster dogs at her home - often puppies, whom she can help get started on the right foot before they ever go to a foster or new adopter. Eileen runs a working farm with her husband, is guardian to a young family member and has 4 dogs, 2 cats, goats and horses of her own to care for in addition to MZ’s work - but she’s always present and willing to help anywhere she’s needed.
Happy Tails: Billie’s Rescue Story

Billie Eilish (named after the singer and successful pop artist) came to Motley Zoo from a local shelter. Initially, it was not evident that this adorable pup was going to be a very special girl - however, once our Animal Care Director laid eyes on her, she knew something wasn’t quite right. Billie’s head was misshapen, her eyes drooped and were too wide set, her nose was deformed and she had a strange gait. Knowing instinctively “something” was going to happen, our ACD immediately took her on personally - even while undergoing chemo for breast cancer - true heroism!

Billie’s first unusual incident was a bloody nose. The vet wasn’t overly concerned, so we watched and waited - but after a few months, Billie began to have cluster seizures and had to be hospitalized. With seizures and her obvious facial deformities, Billie had an MRI, which revealed she had a major birth defect: a portion of her brain was actually located in her nasal cavity! She was diagnosed with meningoencephalocele, creating secondary (symptomatic) epilepsy. Despite the odds she faced, we knew she was a fighter - and we vowed to help her live!

When Billie was finally stable and ready for adoption, she lucked out with her “unicorn” adopter - the mythical, magical person willing to take on animals with extreme needs without a second thought. Now Billie is living the true rock star life with her new mom who is not only a “repeat offender” (adopting another MZ dog and a kitten) but who brings Billie to Rock Star Treatment daycare every day!

We never know what to expect with any of our animals, but we know regardless of any unexpected medical surprises, we have to provide everything we can within our power - no matter the cost. Billie is a success thanks to generous supporters like you who believe as we do: each animal deserves to be healthy and happy, no matter the odds. You are the reason we can provide consistent opportunities for everyone who is in our care!

BILLIE’S CARE by the numbers:

- DAYS IN OUR CARE: 225
- NUMBER OF VET VISITS: 14
- COST OF HER CARE: $6,731